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This is a new edition of Herald Press's all-time best-selling cookbook, helping thousands of families establish a climate of
joy and concern for others at mealtime. The late author's introductory chapters have been edited and revised for today's
cooks. Statistics and nutritional information have been updated to reflect current American and Canadian eating habits,
health issues, and diet guidelines. The new U.S. food chart "My Plate" was slipped in at the last minute and placed
alongside Canada's Food Guide. But the message has changed little from the one that Doris Janzen Longacre promoted
in 1976, when the first edition of this cookbook was released. In many ways she was ahead of her time in advocating for
people to eat more whole grains and more vegetables and fruits, with less meat, saturated fat, and sugars. This book is
part of the World Community Cookbook series that is published in cooperation with Mennonite Central Committee, a
worldwide ministry of relief, development, and peace. "Mennonites are widely recognized as good cooks. But Mennonites
are also a people who care about the world’s hungry."—Doris Janzen Longacre
"Discover the eating plan that revolutionized the way Americans think about their meals, updated for its fiftieth
anniversary with new recipes for the modern meatless chef. "In the . . . years since the publication of Diet for a Small
Planet, a movement dedicated to the reform of the food system has taken root in America. Lappé's groundbreaking book
connected the dots between something as ordinary and all-American as a hamburger and the environmental crisis, as
well as world hunger." --Michael Pollan. Upon its release in 1971, Diet for a Small Planet was truly groundbreaking. This
extraordinary book taught America the social and personal significance of a new way of eating : environmental
vegetarianism. World hunger was not a matter of lack of food, it argued, but of lack of justice in our food systems. Half a
century later, it is still a complete guide for eating well in the Twenty-First century. Sharing her personal evolution and
how this revolutionary vegetarian-focused book changed her own life, world-renowned food expert Frances Moore Lappé
offers a fascinating philosophy on changing yourself--and the world--by changing the way you eat. This edition features
85 modern meatless recipes, including more than a dozen new entries by celebrity chefs such as Mark Bittman, Padma
Lakshmi, Alice Waters, José Andrés, Bryant Terry, Mollie Katzen, and Sean Sherman"-As environmentally healthful and thoughtful eaters pile on the vegetables and fruits and push animal protein off their
plates, the desire for more recipes showcasing fresh produce has gone sky high. So, who better than the folks at
Earthbound Farm to deliver those vegetable-centric recipes? From their humble beginnings as a 2 1/2-acre raspberry
field, Earthbound now grows and distributes organic produce nationally. Co-founder Myra Goodman and her daughter
Marea are skillful home cooks, and the proximity to their fields of fresh vegetables and fruits made it easy to develop
creative-and definitely delicious-dishes that are not only heavy on the produce, they just happen to be vegan! Using the
freshest ingredients and offering intriguing flavor combinations, these 100 plant-based recipes are completely free of
meat or dairy. As you gain insight on organics and essential components like nuts and seeds, soy, and coconut, you'll
also learn about the practical and personal reasons to go vegan. Taking you from breakfast and lunch to dinner and
dessert with such satisfying delights as Quinoa Banana Skillet Bake, Slow Simmered Beans with Tuscan Kale, Thai
Lettuce Rolls, and Very Chocolately Chocolate Brownies, Myra and Marea share their diverse and delicious collection of
recipes. They excel in salads and Marea's deliciously skewed Eccentric Caesar with its cashew and curry based dressing
are just a taste of what's to offer. Choosing a more plant-based diet was a simple choice for them and much too tempting
to resist. Their goal? For you to enjoy and savor every single bite.
Making healthy, delicious food for the family doesn't have to take forever. These recipes and time-saving tips can have
anyone--even novice cooks--serving up memorable meals in minutes. Each of the 85 recipes is further broken down into
infant- and toddler-friendly versions adapted from an adult main dish so you can easily prepare them at the same time.
The tasty recipes include Roasted Vegetable Lasagna, hearty Chicken Burgers, Lamb Tagine, Scallops with Spicy Black
Bean Sauce, and much more.
A collection of over 140 recipes including Moroccan spiced carrot soup, wine-glazed steak with mushrooms, and blue
moon muesli smoothie offers advice on selecting and buying fruits, vegetables, and natural ingredients.
"EmPowerful" is a coming of age cookbook that is compilation of over 100 easy, health focused whole food recipes for
the busy lifestyle that draws a deeper insightful message about the profound connection real food and cooking can have
on our life. In a media centric world where connection is becoming harder and harder, "Empowerful" shows how cooking
can help us slow down and connect with those we love. The book pairs practical chef tips and tools to empower the busy
home cook with mindful philosophical thoughts about life, gratitude, and the larger way our food choices impact our
climate. It is possible to cook nourishing, quick, delicious meals without spending hours in a kitchen that still bring people
together. Through my experience as a chef, business owner and busy mom, I show people how this is possible. Food,
the family dinner and cooking can save us in a time where I deeply believe that the simplicity of preparing meals in an
easy way is crucial to our own mental well being, our families as well as the planet's vitality.
Why is it easier to ruminate over hurt feelings than it is to bask in the warmth of being appreciated? Because your brain
evolved to learn quickly from bad experiences but slowly from the good ones. You can change this. Hardwiring
Happiness lays out a simple method that uses the hidden power of everyday experiences to build new neural structures
full of happiness, love, confidence, and peace. Dr. Hanson's four steps build strengths into your brain balancing its
ancient negativity bias making contentment and a powerful sense of resilience the new normal. In mere minutes each
day, we can transform our brains into refuges and power centers of calm and happiness.
Provides a comprehensive guide to growing one's own food organically, as well as how to cook home-grown produce,
raise one's own selected livestock, and develop a more sustainable lifestyle.
Babies and toddlers are especially vulnerable to chemical toxins in food, so an organic diet is a real investment in every child's
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future. This book provides 70 easy-to-follow recipes for breastfeeding and birth, weaning babies, toddlers and under fives.
WHETHER IT'S BUYING LOCAL, eating homegrown greens, or using solar power, Barbara Beery teaches young boys and girls
how to make their world a better place. SAMPLE THESE DELICIOUS AND SIMPLE RECIPES A HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT HAS
TO OFFER: Organic Orchard Salsa Dig-That-Earth-Day Hummus Cornbread in a Recycled Can Eggs-actly Free-Range Frittatas
Solar-Power Strawberry Lemonade
From a top nutritionist, a “delicious, keep-it-simple collection of recipes” for incorporating more fruits and veggies into your daily
diet (Publishers Weekly). This encyclopedic guide to cooking the fifty most nutritious fruits and vegetables in the world comes from
Melissa’s Produce, the largest supplier of specialty produce in the United States. Cooks of all skill levels will love these 150
recipes—both vegetarian and non-vegetarian—for simple sides, breakfasts, dinners, and healthful desserts that make the most of
fresh, accessible produce, from memory-boosting blackberries to antimicrobial chili peppers to vitamin A–rich watermelon.
Featuring health and nutritional information, tips for buying and storage, quick recipe riffs, and gorgeous shots of finished dishes
as well as photographs of individual fruits and vegetables, this is an indispensable resource for home cooks looking to put more
fruits and vegetables on the table every day.
Maria Rodale was raised on real food. She doesn’t think of eating homemade, from-scratch meals as part of a trend or movement;
it has always been her life. Raised in a family of farmers, bakers, chefs, gardeners, and publishers, Maria is used to growing,
cooking, reading and writing about, and eating organic, delicious food. And now, for the first time ever, she’s sharing her tried-andtrue family recipes. Scratch is full of comfort food recipes that aren’t focused on any one healthy trend, but are instead innately
healthy, because Maria inspires you to return to your kitchen and cook with real, organic food. Recipes like Pasta Fagiole, Maria’s
Fried Chicken, and Lamb & Barley Soup will be crowd pleasers for sure, but Maria throws in some unique-to-the-family recipes
that are going to delight as well, such as her Pennsylvania Dutch Dandelion Salad with Bacon Dressing, Ardie’s Pasties, and
Homemade Hoppin’ John (a black-eyed pea stew made with smoked turkey or ham). Besides sharing her family’s favorite
recipes, Maria’s book also gives you a peek into her life as a Rodale, with personal family portraits and stories. With this
cookbook, you can eat like the Rodale family every night of the week with delicious food to make at home, from scratch. Naturally
healthy, bacon included.
TERI recipes for health and happiness. The book offers a selection of internationalrecipes, vegetarian and non-vegetarian, using
organic products so that you can enjoy thebest gourmet food that is best for your health. Baby spinach salad with grilled onions
andtomato vinaigrette, or a fragrant tomato-coriander broth, butter chicken, prawn malaicurry, curry with potatoes and garden peas
(aloo matar), aubergine in Sesame-PeanutSauce (Baghare Baigan). Hot lemon grass and ginger souffl, or saffron poached
pearswith berry sauce are some of the recipes presented in the book. If a chilled dessertis your ultimate desire, then look out for
holy basil and yogurt cake with red currantcompote or a mango and stevia parfait.
A practical guide to organic eating for readers who live in urban environments challenges popular misconceptions about organic
foods in today's grocery stores, shares advice on how to create an organic kitchen, and provides numerous seasonal recipes.
Original. 25,000 first printing.
Food is powerful medicine and whole foods, or foods in their natural unrefined forms, offer us vitamins, minerals and antioxidants
that prevent diseases and create a state of balance and health within us. Nutritionist Tom Malterre and Chef Alissa Segersten
understand that food can be both healing and delicious and in THE WHOLE LIFE NUTRITION COOKBOOK they provide
information on the importance of living a whole foods lifestyle, and how to transition into one. Readers will learn to prepare foods
that promote optimal health, prevent disease, and energize the body. With over 300 delicious, nourishing recipes, readers will
discover amazing, new ways to cook whole grains, fish, poultry, meat and veggies. THE WHOLE LIFE NUTRITION COOKBOOK
includes: Evidence-based information on whole foods Gluten-free, dairy-free, egg-free, and soy-free recipes A complete guide to
stocking your whole foods pantry The whole story on the current diet trends and how to adapt them to best serve your individual
needs The real story behind toxicity in food and avoiding PCBs GMOs and non-organics Recipes that any vegan, vegetarian,
carnivore or omnivore will love Whether serving breakfast, lunch, dinner, snacks or desserts, readers will enjoy their food while
healing their immune system, decreasing the inflammation that causes disease, balancing hormones and promoting better overall
health.
Includes index.
The Organic CookbookDk Pub
Presents recipes for creating a variety of organic baby purâees and transitional meals for children from six months to toddlers.
In The Petit Appetit Cookbook, mother and professional cook Lisa Barnes offers a healthy all-organic alternative to commercially
processed, preservative-filled foods to help create delicious menus, nurture adventurous palates, and begin a lifetime of positive
eating habits for children. Includes: 150+ easy, fast, child-tested recipes for ages 4 months to 4 years Mealtime solutions for even
the most finicky eaters Nutritional information for each recipe Time-saving cooking techniques The right age- and stageappropriate food choices How and when to introduce solids to baby's diet Adapting family recipes for young children Recognizing
signs of food allergies and intolerances
The entrepreneur/podcaster and the bestselling author of Forks Over Knives serve up delicious planet-friendly, vegan recipes from
chefs and innovators. From Nil Zacharias, the cofounder of multiple online platforms focused on the plant-based food space, and
Forks Over Knives author Gene Stone, Eat for the Planet Cookbook is a delicious, informative guide to eating vegan—featuring 75
recipes from some of the world’s greatest plant-based chefs, businesses, and influencers. These contributors range from vegan
chefs and influencers such as Fran Costigan and Derek Sarno, brands like Beyond Meat and Ripple Foods, and innovative plantbased restaurants such as Veggie Grill, Next Level Burger, and The Stanford Inn. With this exceptional collection of go-to recipes
and insight from some of the most influential voices in the vegan world, Eat for the Planet Cookbook is an essential guide to eating
responsibly and eating well.
'If you think vegetarian food is limiting, this is the book to change your mind.' Health & Fitness 'Theres inspiration here to help you
elevate humble vegetables into something special.' The Caterer 'Be warned, you'll want seconds of everything...' Veggie Magazine
'This is good food at it's best, made with delicious, fresh ingredients, which are easy to source and easy to cook with.' The
Vegetarian Experience An exciting new cookery book from the popular vegetarian restaurant, Mildreds: The Vegetarian Cookbook
has something for everyone. Whether you are a vegetarian, or are trying to cut down on your meat intake, the international
influences in these recipes promise variety and flavour. There are also plenty of ideas for how to adapt the dishes quickly by
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adding meat, to cater for keen omnivores. With easy ingredients and smart, time-saving ideas, each recipe is easy to cook from
the comfort of your own home. The dishes are flexible and include ingredients that can be easily sourced, allowing you to make
hassle-free and delicious meals.
The complete nutrition guide and organic cookbook for healthy and delicious first foods for baby! For new parents, it can be
overwhelming to figure out what's best for your baby, especially when it comes to starting solids. Holistic health coach and
registered nurse, Leah Bodenbach, helps you navigate the choices (and pressures!) in feeding first foods. In her book, All-Organic
Baby Food Cookbook, she offers a step-by-step guide to building your baby's nutritional foundation--including understanding your
baby's gut health and nutrient needs for a healthy brain, body, and bones--so that you can tackle the first year of solids with
confidence! More than just a cookbook, this book has new parents covered with: • Organic food 101: How to shop organic on a
budget, decipher the labels, and other low-toxin living tips • Food allergies and intolerances: Foods to avoid during the first year as
well as advice on introducing new foods and common allergens • 125 nutrient-dense recipes: Easy and tasty recipes that follow
your baby's growth, from bone broth and single-ingredient purees to toddler snacks and family meals everyone can enjoy • Hybrid
feeding approach: Includes baby-led weaning recipes to develop baby's motor skills, regulate their appetite, and encourage selffeeding • Ages and stages: Nutritional and developmental guidance that follows your baby's growing needs, including which foods
to introduce and when • First-time parent advice: Tips and tricks as well as common mistakes to avoid in achieving feeding
success With All-Organic Baby Food Cookbook, you'll help your baby develop an adventurous palate as well as a healthy
relationship with food.
This beautiful gift book sets out in a clear and simple way what makes certain foods more or less environmentally friendly, in terms
of water, land and energy use as well as other considerations. Contains 30 recipes and lots of helpful stats and advice for working
out which foods are sustainable depending on where you live and your lifestyle We all have the power to make a difference We
know our planet's resources are stretched to the limits. We know that without significant changes to our diets and shopping habits,
nature will continue to suffer. But sometimes it feels like we're bombarded with mixed messages, and it can be hard to work out
which foods are truly eco-friendly. This book sets out the facts in a clear and straightforward way, helping you to make informed
choices about environmentally conscious ways to shop, the products to avoid, the best foods to buy, and sustainable ways to
prepare them. With over 30 delicious recipes that you, and the earth, will love, The Planet-Friendly Cookbook contains all the tips
and advice you need to start making small changes that have big impacts. The choices we make can help create a kinder way of
feeding the world, and will preserve our beautiful planet for many generations to come.
Parents want the best for their children, starting with what they eat. This book includes both information and recipes so readers
can educate themselves about organics and prepare all-natural meals for their children. Readers will discover how to know if foods
are really organic, prepare natural baby and toddler meals at home, grow their own organic produce, make delicious dishes like
Apple and Carrot Mash and Potato-Crusted Vegetable Quiche, and more! This book gives readers all the tools and know-how they
need to shop economically, find the best organic foods, and prepare the perfect meals for their little ones.
This authoritative new title from health and wellness expert Renée Elliott is a modern encyclopedia of 99 superfood ingredients. Carefully
curated by Renée in close collaboration with the buyers of pioneering organic supermarket Planet Organic, the result is a definitive guide to
incorporating the most nutritional foods into everyday meals. Each entry offers notes on benefits, selection, preparation and cooking, plus
thoroughly useable and delicious recipe suggestions that are quick to prepare simple to cook and rewarding to eat. The health benefits of
each ingredient are also indicated whether they support your digestive system, help protect joints, promote immunity, support a healthy heart
or are simply superb for growing hair and skin. The ingredients are divided into 10 grocery categories to make shopping trips simple: Beans
(including adzuki, black turtle, chickpeas, lentils and peas) Fermented Foods (such as kombucha, miso and sauerkraut) Fruit (from avocados
to stone fruits) Grains (including heritage grains like amaranth andof-the-moment IT -grains like quinoa) Herbs and Spices (such as sumac,
chilli, cinnamon, ginger and parsley) Cooking Ingredients (everyday and unknown acai, bee pollen, maca, salt) Meat, fish and dairy (eggs,
cheese, fatty fish, bone broth and beyond) Nuts and seeds (inc. nut butters and seeds, from cacao and chia to sesame) Seaweeds (dried and
fresh, from algae and arame to nori) Vegetables (from asparagus to shiitake mushrooms) Super-useful Store Cupboard highlights the best
flours, natural sweeteners and staples to keep in the kitchen, while the contemporary design (combining photography with illustrations) will
appeal to both millennials and longstanding foodies. This book is an invaluable guide for anyone who wants to eat well and live better.
The companion cookbook to Dr. Mark Hyman's revolutionary weight-loss program, the #1 New York Times bestseller The Blood Sugar
Solution 10-Day Detox Diet, with more than 150 recipes for immediate results! Dr. Hyman's bestselling The Blood Sugar Solution 10-Day
Detox Diet offered readers a step-by-step guide for losing weight and reversing disease. Now Dr. Hyman shares more than 150 delicious
recipes that support the 10-Day Detox Diet, so you can continue on your path to good health. With easy-to-prepare, delicious recipes for
every meal - including breakfast smoothies, lunches like Waldorf Salad with Smoked Paprika, and Grass-Fed Beef Bolognese for dinner -you can achieve fast and sustained weight loss by activating your natural ability to burn fat, reducing insulin levels and inflammation,
reprogramming your metabolism, shutting off your fat-storing genes, creating effortless appetite control, and soothing stress. Your health is a
life-long journey. THE BLOOD SUGAR SOLUTION 10-DAY DETOX DIET COOKBOOK helps make that journey both do-able and delicious.
Choosing meals prepared with fresh, natural ingredients isn’t just healthy, it’s good for the earth. In Don’t Cook the Planet, author Emily
Abrams and an all-star collection of chefs and ecoactivists share more than 70 delicious recipes as well as tips on how to minimize your
carbon footprint. Each contributor—including Stephanie Izard, Top Chef star and executive chef at Girl & the Goat; Chevy Chase; MasterChef
judge and acclaimed chef Graham Elliot; actor Joshua Henderson; and many others—provides easy, everyday ideas that will save you money
and stock your kitchen with fresh, delicious foods while preserving the planet for generations to come. The author, an 18-year-old activist,
approaches sustainability from a personal perspective, striving to make changes that will impact her generation, and in so doing, has created
a cookbook that explains how positive food choices significantly impact one’s environment as well as one’s health.
The world is changing, and along with it, so must our eating habits. Author and restaurateur Jesse Ziff Cool has compiled over 30 years of
knowledge about organic, local, and sustainable food into one magnificent cookbook, including indispensable elements of her earlier
cookbook, Your Organic Kitchen, which is now out of print. With 150 enticing recipes, Simply Organic encourages home cooks to embrace
organics as a lifestyle rather than a fad. Cool organizes her chapters seasonally to ensure that the freshest, ripest ingredients enhance the
flavors of dishes like Filet Mignon with Smashed Potatoes and Leek Sauce in early spring to Pumpkin Raisin Bread Pudding in autumn.
Inspiring profiles on farmers and producers reveal how these individuals are working to create a sustainable future every day.
A cookbook with a conscience, Organically Raised shows parents how to replace bland processed shelf staples with flavorful, pesticide-free
meals that babies will love, laying the groundwork for a lifetime of good nutrition and enthusiastic eating. Organically Raised shows families
how easy it is to make safe, wholesome food at home and create lasting family mealtime rituals. The simple, seasonal pure?es for new
babies and inventive recipes from around the world for toddlers and young children provide parents with all of the tools they need to raise
adventurous eaters. The cookbook also includes important information about nutrition for children, common food allergies, a handy feeding
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journal, and inspiring "Mama Mantras" to help parents prepare meals that nurture their children's bodies, minds, and spirits. With photographs
featuring delicious, healthy baby food and recipes that focus on a few basic fresh ingredients, Organically Raised makes cooking for babies
and young toddlers easy and appealing to even the most inexperienced cook.
Organic food is the best food possible. ItÕs synonymous with premium quality, delicious flavor, conscientious farming, and optimum health.
ItÕs what we need to feed our kids, itÕs what we deserve to feed ourselves. And thanks in part to Myra Goodman, co-owner and cofounder
of Earthbound Farm with her husband, Drew, organic food is now available just about anywhere fresh food is sold, becoming more
mainstream every day. Not only has Myra been growing organic food for over twenty years, she has been cooking with it, too. In Food to Live
By she combines her twin food passions, serving up hundreds of recipes, ideas, shopping and cooking tips, health notes, and more.
Illustrating the book are full-color photographs throughout that bring readers right into the breathtaking California sunshine. This is perfect
cooking for friends and family, packed with irresistible dishes for weeknight dinners and casual entertaining, festive breakfasts and fall
picnics. Recipes are all about the ingredients and their intrinsic qualities, not fancy techniques or time-consuming steps. Marry chicken with
three simple accompanimentsÑ rosemary, lemons, and garlicÑand itÕs transformed. Heighten the flavor of a springtime fava bean and orzo
salad with an unexpected fava bean Òpesto.Ó Combine Meyer lemon juice and soy sauce to create a marinade, tenderizer, and sauce that
results in a perfect grilled flank steak. Food to Live By also includes a wealth of information about organic farming and how to make the
wisest food choices; there are full-color Field GuidesÑto gourmet greens, apples, heirloom tomatoes, winter squashÑand Farm Fresh
ingredient guides to sorrel, corn, melons, avocados, organic poultry, asparagus, artichokes, ginger, and more, featuring what to look for plus
care and handling. The book is a boon to food lovers.
Offers economical, organic recipes and shows readers how to organize their cooking, cut down on dishwashing, and reduce waste.
Ahead of its time, the hardback of this book (titled Fast, Fresh and Fabulous) was much more than a collection of recipes from Britain's most
respected vegetarian author. It offered inspiring, mouth-watering dishes that also had a low GI rating. Now available in an updated paperback
format, Rose shares the secrets of healthy vegetarian and low-GI living. She gives essential information on living as a healthy vegetarian or
vegan, whether you want to lose weight, feed your baby or start eating well to look younger and live longer. Inspired in particular by
Mediterranean and Far Eastern cuisine, she combines an abundance of organic vegetables with fresh herbs, exotic spices, beans and grains
to produce simple, delicious, energizing dishes. Rose also gives ideas for menu-planning, whether it's for fast, afterwork meals, or celebratory
dinner parties. Beautifully illustrated with over 50 stunning recipe shots, this cookbook will inspire and delight vegetarians, non-vegetarians,
and those wanting to follow a low-GI diet.

A former steak-lover himself, Chef Tal struggled for years on a vegan diet that left him filled with cravings for meat and
dairy. Frustrated by the limited options available and unwilling to sacrifice the delicious flavors he associated with eating
meat, he decided to create vegan meals that could hold their own at the center of the plate. Chef Tal found that by
applying traditional French culinary techniques to meatless cuisine, he was able to create delicious meals full of rich
flavor and healthy fat—meals that any food-lover, even devoted meat-eaters, would find completely satisfying. Seventy
groundbreaking recipes later, Chef Tal is ready to share his magic. The Conscious Cook features vegan versions of triedand-true dishes such as Oysters Rockefeller, Caesar Salad, Corn Chowder, and Paella, as well as adventurous new
cuisine like Lemongrass Consommé with Pea Shoot and Mushroom Dumplings and Peppercorn-Encrusted Portobello
Fillets. A full-color photo accompanies each of the recipes. Also included are engaging stories from influential people in
the vegan world; a peek into Chef Tal's pantry and kitchen; a guide to eating seasonally; and a selection of dinner party
menus. Above all, The Conscious Cook shows readers that avoiding the health risks and ethical dilemmas of eating meat
and dairy does not mean sacrificing taste or satisfaction. The starters, soups, sandwiches, entrées, and desserts here
offer culinary adventure that will truly revolutionize the way the world experiences meatless food.
A cookbook with a conscience, from an author who knows the world of responsible eating as well as anyone. Is cage-free
the same as free-range? Is grass-fed worth the price? What’s better: farmed salmon or wild? Organic salad that’s been
shipped across the country, or local salad grown with pesticides? To nuke leftovers in the microwave or crank up the
oven? Myra Goodman—co-owner of Earthbound Farm, the country’s largest producer of organic produce and other
products, inspiration behind the Earthbound Farmstand Café, and author of Food to Live By—now brings both sides of the
dinner dilemma together by showing us what to shop for, and how to cook it. The Earthbound Cook turns dilemma into
joy—in full-color. It pairs 250 sumptuous recipes with all the information cooks need to make greener, smarter choices.
Here is Pork Chile Verde, Beef Tenderloin with Brandy Mushroom Sauce, Chicken Puttanesca—plus how to make the
most eco-friendly meat choices and how to decode the labels on poultry and eggs. Vegetarian entrees such as Roasted
Cauliflower Tart and Rigatoni with Eggplant and Buffalo Mozzarella for that one day a week we should abstain from meat.
Salads (Escarole with Walnuts, Dates, and Bacon, Farro Salad with Edamame and Arugula) and sides (Carrot Risotto)
and all the facts about the benefits of eating organically. And fish of course—Coconut-Crusted Salmon, and why to choose
wild whenever possible. No sacrifices here—doing the right thing has never looked, sounded, or tasted better. Or been
easier.
The Soil Organic Carbon Mapping cookbook provides a step-by-step guidance for developing 1 km grids for soil carbon
stocks. It includes the preparation of local soil data, the compilation and pre-processing of ancillary spatial data sets,
upscaling methodologies, and uncertainty assessments. Guidance is mainly specific to soil carbon data, but also contains
many generic sections on soil grid development, as it is relevant for other soil properties. This second edition of the
cookbook provides generic methodologies and technical steps to produce SOC maps and has been updated with
knowledge and practical experiences gained during the implementation process of GSOCmap V1.0 throughout 2017.
Guidance is mainly specific to SOC data, but as this cookbook contains generic sections on soil grid development it can
be applicable to map various soil properties.
When a change of plans took Shaskin and Craft on an unexpected trip to France, it turned out to be a love affair that
didn't end. This book chronicles their culinary adventures: shopping the food markets from Paris to the wine villages of
Provence; learning how to make the perfect roast lamb from the village butcher; tasting their way around French AOC
cheeses; creating authentic Paris bistro food in the kitchens of the Ritz. And of course, learning how to make
bouillabaisse from an eccentric chef in Avignon.
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"[Ziggy's] first collection of recipes pays homage to the flavors of his youth and the food he loves to cook for his wife and
five children." --People.com “The musician, his family, and a few well-known chefs all contributed recipes, which are
vibrant with fresh vegetables, herbs, and signature Jamaican ingredients like allspice berries and Scotch bonnet peppers
. . . Readers will enjoy the vivid, colorful photos of the food and Marley’s family.” --Booklist "With a health-focused
approach, Ziggy Marley reveals memories and food traditions in his new family cookbook." --Ebony "Ziggy rolls up his
sleeves to produce Vegetarian Hash, dumplings, Jerk Chicken, Tofu in Coconut Curry, Fish Soup, Caribbean Salsa,
Hempseed Pesto, Date and Kale Smoothie, Frittata, Mancakes, Mamá Carmelita’s flan and even offers the best recipe
for baking Stout Gingerbread. Simply explained, gluten-free, organic fruits and vegetables combine to make healthy,
vegetarian, vegan and non-vegetarian meals." --The New York Beacon "The book features updated versions of favorite
Jamaican and Rastafarian-inspired meals from those closest to him. Along with Marley’s own creations, like the sublime
Coconut Dream Fish and aforementioned Mancakes, recipes include his wife Orly’s morning oatmeal, his sister Karen’s
lentil soup, recipes from his daughter Judah and mother-in-law, fresh juices like those his father enjoyed and
contributions from several renowned chefs." --Parade "Ziggy Marley and Family Cookbook is a medley of lively recipes
like Roasted Yam Tart and Coconut Dream Fish." --Family Circle "Filled with enticing photos, the book includes the
recipes of Marley and those close to him, including sister Karen and daughter Judah. It’s a celebration of food and
family. Containing meat and fish dishes, as well as vegan and vegetarian creations, it draws not only from the Jamaican
and Rastafarian cultures that nurtured Marley, but also his wife Orly’s Israeli-Iranian roots." --The Mercury News “An
exquisite and delectable menu of succulent food.” -- Crave "The book is inspired by Jamaican meals Ziggy enjoyed while
growing up--but with an up-dated healthy spin. It features contributions by wife Orly, sister Karen and daughter Judah.
--The Chronicle Journal "Marley delivers a book full of flavors that appeal to the taste buds but also to clean eating . . .
There is truly something here for every adventurous and organic-conscious foodie from the Marley family kitchen."
--Insights Magazine “This is no typical island cookbook; rather, it’s an innovative collection of healthful recipes from his
family’s Rastafarian and Jamaican roots, combined with dishes from his wife’s Persian/Israeli background.” --Palo Alto
Daily News As the oldest son of Bob and Rita Marley, Ziggy was raised with both traditional Jamaican food and the more
natural and healthy "ital" food of the family's Rastafari culture. The fifty-four recipes included in the book, inspired by
Ziggy's youth and accompanied by beautiful photos, are contributed by Ziggy, his wife Orly, his sister Karen, as well as
renowned chefs Bruce Sherman (Coconut Carrot Curry), Ben Ford (Escabeche, Escovitch), and Leonie McDonald
(Caribbean Salsa). Many of the recipes are vegetarian, vegan, and/or gluten-free. From the introduction by Ziggy Marley:
"I first started dabbling in the kitchen as a teenager. I enjoyed making cornmeal porridge, and it helped me to begin
appreciating the idea of nourishment, the idea that food can make your body feel better. I would make Irish moss and
some of my dad's juices...Our Rasta culture was different than regular Jamaican culture. We used to have both sides
then, because my auntie would cook the more traditional Jamaican food. On the other side, our Rasta culture drew us to
a different way of eating. My father would always have a lot of juices and greens and nuts. We were introduced to ital
food--fresh, organic, and nutritious, less salt."
Every year children flock to the Sylvia Center at Katchkie Farm in upstate New York to learn firsthand about where fresh
food comes from—how to grow it, how to harvest it, and how to use it to prepare great-tasting meals. Now Sylvia’s Table
brings these lessons and recipes straight from the farm to your kitchen in a deliciously unique cookbook for families.
From Homemade Apple Roll-Ups to Butternut Squash Bread Pudding and from Spinach and Strawberry Salad to Grilled
Tamarind Turkey Burgers and Baked Sweet Potato Fries, here are almost two hundred recipes that you and your family
will enjoy. Featuring recipes from “the friends of Katchkie Farm”—chefs like Michael Romano of Union Square Cafe and
Jonathan Waxman of Barbuto; culinary experts including Food & Wine’s Dana Cowin; cookbook authors Giuliano
Bugialli, Rozanne Gold, Deborah Madison, and, Sara Moulton; and many others—this is a family cookbook guaranteed to
be loved by cooks (and kids) of all ages.
From the ten-time New York Times bestselling author of Ultrametabolism, The Blood Sugar Solution, and Eat Fat, Get
Thin comes The UltraMetabolism Cookbook. The perfect companion to Dr. Hyman’s New York Times bestseller,
Ultrametabolism, The UltraMetabolism Cookbook has 200 convenient, easy-to-prepare, and, delicious recipes geared to
each phase of the Ultrametabolism plan and designed to kick your metabolism into overdrive, change the way you eat,
and establish a lifestyle shift to help you feel better and keep the weight off. The first part of the book takes the reader
through the three-week detoxification of Phase I and offers a wide variety of delicious and easily prepared dishes like
Roasted Shrimp, Turkey and Red Bean Chili, and Ratatouille. Phase II rebalances your metabolism in four weeks and
offers the way to a healthy metabolism for life with recipes for satisfying, flavor-packed appetizers like Curried Deviled
Eggs with Cashews, as well as many more new salads, meats, fish, shellfish, soups, poultry, grains, vegetables,
breakfast foods, snacks and, of course, lots of plant-based options and bean dishes for vegetarians. Based off cuttingedge nutritional science, these great recipes will help you integrate the UltraMetabolism way of eating into your lifestyle,
from quick weeknight suppers to entertaining and holiday meals.
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